
NIGHT  VISION  GOGGLE  OHB/1X  adnd 3X

USER MANUAL 



 

 

 

1. Battery cap  

2. Power  

3. Eyepiece  

4. Eyepiece adjustor  

5. Small hole on the objective lens  

6. Objective lens cap  

7. Objective lens  

8. IR illuminator  

9. Dovetail slot  

10. Strap  

 



 

 

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS 

1. To open the battery box (1), switch the power (2) into the OFF position, and then remove the 
battery cap box and install two No.5 batteries. Finally screw down the battery box cap. 

2. Switch the power (2) to the ON position to observe through the small hole of objective lens cap 
(5). Before proceeding to observe the objective lens cap can only be removed in low light 
conditions. 

3. When in total darkness, switch in the IR illuminator (8) then remove the objective lens cap to 
observe target. (Caution: Infrared light is invisible light which cannot be seen by the naked eye, 
only switch on in dark conditions). 

4. While observing the viewing effect can be optimized by twisting the eyepiece adjuster (4)  

5. The dovetail slot (9) can be used to install the helmet. 

6. After use switch the power (2) to OFF and place the cap (6) back onto the objective lens (7).  

Please note: When not in use for prolonged periods remove the battery to avoid damage to the 
night vision device 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Model: OHB,OHB-X 1x 3× 
Anti-strong light automatically: Yes 
Magnification:            1 x 3x 
Detective distance: 220~360m 400~600m 
Recognition distance:    180~260m                   300~500m 
Field of view:            40°                          10° 
Objective lens adjustment: 0.25~~∞                       10~~∞ 
Diopter adjustment:                     +5/-5 
Eye relief diameter:                      15mm 
Eye relief distance:                      15mm 
Eyes distance range:                   57~73mm 

Battery type:                      Two 1.5V batteries 
Power supply:                           3V 
Continuous working time:  40 h with the IR on 80 h with the IR off 
Dimensions: 183*132*58mm             165*125*75mm 
Net weight:            520g 650g 
Operating temperature range:                -40℃~~~+50℃        
Using life:                           10000 hours 

FUNCTIONS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective lens with 3 x,5x and 8x magnification 

Functions as a hand-held device 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

It also can be mounted with helmet. 

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF IMAGE INTENSFIER TUBE 



 

Image intensifier grade                          
 

Gen2+/3 

Cathode diameter                              
 

17.5 

Resolution (lp/mm)                             
 

48-58/57-64 

Signal to noise                                18-25 
 

Luminance addition (times) 
 

30000~50000 

Maximum current (mA)                       16-20 
 

Maximum Voltage (V)                    
 

2.8±0.8 

Average continuous operating time (hrs)          
 

15000 

Operating temperature range (℃)              -40℃~+50℃  
 

 
Dimensions 

Height (mm)                                  
 

22.5 

Diameter (mm )                                
 

43 

 

OPERATION AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS 

CAUTION: When switching the power on during the day do not remove the objective lens. 
After use the power should always be switched off. 

BEFORE OPERATING 
- Before operating ensure the power is in the OFF position and the front lens is 

covered with the lens cap. After removing the battery cap, place two batteries in the 
battery box and ensure the polarity is correct. Replace the battery cap. 

- When using the helmet for the first time, adjust helmet without the night vision 
device attached. Fasten the button on the chin and helmet band to ensure it fits. 
After adjusting, remove the helmet and place the dovetail slot into the guide rail and 
secure with nuts. When wearing the helmet, screw the reversal button to the non-
operational position (vertical). 

- Adjust the night vision device to the operational position (horizontal). Switch the 
power to ON when LED power is on. The image will appear in 1~3 seconds, to 
achieve optimum effect adjust the diopter with the eyepiece adjuster. 



 

- To make the image clearer and sharper, adjust the focal distance of the front lens 
with the front lens adjuster. 

- To prepare for observation, adjust the helmet band to the optimum observation 
state. 

- After observation, switch the power button to the OFF position until the power 
indicator light is off.  

- To separate the helmet and night vision device release the fastened button at the 
chin. 

- Remove the battery and keep separately until next use. Store appropriately in the 
package bag to ensure no loss of accessories. 

-  

OBSERVATION 
• When observing in low light conditions, remove the objective lens, place in the 

special pocket and seal with adhesive. 
• Attach the helmet to the night vision device and switch the power to ON. To 

optimize observation adjust the focal distance of eyepiece and objective lens. 
• When observing in dark conditions switch the IR illuminator on. 
• Switch the power to OFF when finish and remove the helmet. 
• Remove the battery and keep the night vision device in the package bag. 

 

Maintenance 

When we change the front lens,it probably is spattered some drip with humidity,which 

will affect the performance of the night vision units.So we should make the front lens and 

the unit dry and then change and install it. 

It is forbidden to observe aiming at the strong light,such as sun,jointing light,otherwise 

it will decrease the addition of micro-channel plate and the use life.What’s worse,it’ll 

probably damage the core part:image intensifier tube. 

   To prevent the core part photo electricity cathode of the night vision device from 

operating excessively,keep the state of switching on but without operating no more than 30 

min under the strong light condition in the daytime. 

Finish observing,be sure that the power should be put to off position. 



 

The night vision devices should be avoided impacting,and keep far away from the direct 

light of sun.  

Viewing 

Viewing is performed at low light level. 

Remove objective lens cap and put it to the bag,fixing by the “adhesive” 

Install the head harness with goggles,turn the goggles to operative position,turn switch to 

“ON” position.When goggles are turned on and at bottom of field of view the red indicator 

blinks,this means,that battery are poor.See Table below.Turn the goggle off and replace the 

battery.Adjust the diopter and objective lens focus. 

Mode Indicator Reason 

NO No lights 
The battery are right  

IR mode is off 

NO Blinks The battery are poor 

IR Lights 
The battery are right 

IR mode is on 

IR Blinks 
The battery are poor 

IR mode is on 

 

When viewing at extreme darkness(at basements,caves and low light level of stars,moon 

etc)turn switch to “IR” position(Infrared illuminator).In this case,at bottom of field of view 

the red indicator appears,that lights continuously,this means,that IR mode is activated. 

When you bring the night vision devices with you,we should make sure the front lens is 

covered with cap and kept in the package bag. 



 

When you don’t use the night vision devices,we should remove the battery and keep it in 

the warm and dry place and keep it away from heat up device and light. 

We can’t touch the lens with fingers and should keep it away from steam ,chemical gas and 

pollution. 

When clean the lens,we should use the special lens wiping cloth for the camera lens or air 

pressure spray fluid. 

We should either adjust the front lens and eyepiece according to the right operation 

method or wipe the water vapor on the lens. 

  3) It is resulted from strong light stimulation.This is the reflection of self- protection 

system.If the night vision unit power off automatically,we should screw the pow button on 

“off”,re-power it after 1~2mins. 

  4)There are water vapor coagulating in the night vision devices. 

In cold season,there sometimes will be some water vapor coagulating on the 

eyepiece.Advise to daub a special defend liquid on the eyepiece at a certain time. 

  5) There are some spots on the screen. 

Few spots on the image is normal,especially when you observe in the daytime. 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

1)The night vision units can’t work, 

We should check whether you put the battery properly. 

2) We can’t adjust the front lens or eyepiece to optimize the image. 

We should either adjust the front lens and eyepiece according to the right operation 

method or wipe the water vapor on the lens. 



 

  3) It is resulted from strong light stimulation.This is the reflection of self- protection 

system.If the night vision unit power off automatically,we should screw the pow button on 

“off”,repower it after 1~2mins. 

  4)There are water vapor coagulating in the night vision devices. 

In cold season,there sometimes will be some water vapor coagulating on the 

eyepiece.Advise to daub a special defend liquid on the eyepiece at a certain time. 

  5) There are some spots on the screen. 

Few spots on the image is normal,especially when you observe in the daytime. 

Warranty 

We guarantee the quality of the helmet style night vision device strictly according to the 

technical requirement.The users should follow the instruction.  

If there are something wrong with the night vision devices on the premise of inartificial 

damage within 1 year.we offer you maintenance free of charge. 

 

Confirmation of the Certification 

The night vision pseudo binocular NVG I-2 ﹢/1x-MR fabrication number______________ 
correspond to the specification and are ensured fit to use, 

Fabrication date______________________________________________ 

Technical inspection division 

Representative______________________________________________ 
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